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THUS &
An erasure of Ted Berrigan’s The Sonnets
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Thus & is a systematic erasure of Ted Berrigan’s 1964
collection The Sonnets. In his original sequence, Berrigan
frequently and famously used repeated and/or
reconfigured phrases, lines, and entire poems throughout.
The current project seeks to uncover the “phantom poems”
(in Alice Notley’s phrase) by erasing each word that occurs
more than once in the original sonnet sequence. The only
words that appear in Thus & are those that are
typographically unique in The Sonnets. Thus, since “Carol”
appears seven times in the original text, it has been erased,
while “CAROL,” which appears in all-caps only once, has
been retained.
The base text I used for the erasure is the version which
appears in the 2005 California University Press edition,
which I have checked against the 2000 Penguin edition of
The Sonnets. When there are slight typographic differences
between the two (for example: all-caps in the dedications
from the California edition versus italics in the dedications
from the Penguin), I have relied on the California UP
edition, being the most recent and most up-to-date version.
This project has a companion concordance to The Sonnets,
which can be accessed at:
www.ifpthenq.co.uk/books/henderson-derek-thus

I
His piercing pince-nez. Some dim frieze
Hands point to a dim frieze, in the dark night.
In the book of his music the corners have straightened:
Which owe their presence to our sleeping hands.
The ox-blood from the hands which play
For fire for warmth for hands for growth
Is there room in the room that you room in?
Upon his structured tomb:
Still they mean something. For the dance
And the architecture.
Weave among incidents
May be portentous to him
We are the sleeping fragments of his sky,
Wind giving presence to fragments.

II
Dear Margie, hello. It is 5:15 a.m.
dear Berrigan. He died
Back to books. I read
It’s 8:30 p.m. in New York and I’ve been running around all day
old come-all-ye’s streel into the streets. Yes, it is now,
How Much Longer Shall I Be Able To Inhabit The Divine
and the day is bright gray turning green
feminine marvelous and tough
watching the sun come up over the Navy Yard
to write scotch-tape body in a notebook
had 17 and ½ milligrams
Dear Margie, hello. It is 5:15 a.m.
fucked til 7 now she’s late to work and I’m
18 so why are my hands shaking I should know better

III
Stronger than alcohol, more great than song,
deep in whose reeds great elephants decay;
I, an island, sail, and my shores toss
on a fragrant evening, fraught with sadness
bristling hate.
It’s true, I weep too much. Dawns break
slow kisses on the eyelids of the sea,
what other men sometimes have thought they’ve seen.
And since then I’ve been bathing in the poem
lifting her shadowy flowers up for me,
and hurled by hurricanes to a birdless place
the waving flags, nor pass by prison ships
O let me burst, and I be lost at sea!
and fall on my knees then, womanly.

IV
Lord, it is time. Summer was very great.
All sweetly spoke to her of me
about your feet, so delicate, and yet double E!!
And high upon the Brooklyn Bridge alone,
to breathe an old woman slop oatmeal,
loveliness that longs for butterfly! There is no pad
as you lope across the trails and bosky dells
I often think sweet and sour pork”
shoe repair, and scary. In cities,
I strain to gather my absurdities
He buckled on his gun, the one
Poised like Nijinsky
at every hand, my critic
and when I stand and clank it gives me shoes

XIX
Harum-scarum haze on the Pollock streets
Where Snow White sleeps among the silent dwarfs
The fleet drifts in on an angry tidal wave
Or on the vast salt deserts of America
Drifts of Johann Strauss
A boy first sought in Tuscon Arizona
The withering weathers of
Melodic signs of Arabic adventure
Of polytonic breezes gathering in the gathering winds
Mysterious Billy Smith a fantastic trigger
Of a plush palace shimmering velvet red
The cherrywood romances of rainy cobblestones
A dark trance
In the trembling afternoon

XLII
She murmurs of signs to her fingers
Not this day
Breaks his arm and so he sleeps he digs
Dressed in newspaper, wan as pale thighs
beard shaved off long hair cut and Carol reading
Put away your hair. The black heart beside the 15 pieces of glass
Of many faceted and fake appearance
The most elegant present I could get!
“Goodbye, Bernie!” “Goodbye, Carol!” “Goodbye, Marge!”
Speckled marble bangs against his soiled green feet
And seeming wide night. Now night
Where Snow White sleeps amongst the silent dwarfs
Drifts of Johann Strauss
It is 5:Dear Marge, he
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